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he Whitsundays are among the finest cruising grounds in Australia, some say the world. The
area is visited by many itinerant yachts each winter and Anui is one of them!

The entire Whitsundays group consists of over one hundred continental islands and islets with
fringing coral reefs. These islands have the same geology, flora and fauna as the adjacent mainland,
being part of a coastal mountain range that was inundated when the sea level rose at the end of the
last ice age.
The Whitsundays are iconic. You utter their name to anyone in Australia, and people are in awe.
Everyone has heard of these magical islands, some have been there, or have put them on their
bucket list! It is the lure of tropical isles. The islands rise majestically, their dark silhouettes like
pyramids on the shimmering horizon. They are stunning and their fringing coral reefs are teeming
with marine life. Whether you fly to these islands to spend some time at a resort, charter a yacht or
sail to them on your own boat, you are one of a countless number of visitors that flock there day in
day out. We have done it too! The Whitsundays have the largest bareboat charter fleet in the South
Pacific and we enjoyed hiring a yacht on several occasions when we were still working and on a
limited schedule.
But now that we are retired, are masters of our own time and are able to sail our own catamaran
around these waters, we found that competing with dozens of charter boats and hundreds of
privately owned yachts for a bit of anchoring space or a mooring has very little appeal, even in these
spectacular settings.
What we also found when cruising the Whitsundays on our previous cat Take It Easy during the
winter of 2018, was that the fringing reef was no longer what it used to be. In March 2017 slowmoving cyclone Debbie delivered a knock-out blow to the Whitsundays with winds up to 240
km/hour over a 24-hour period. The islands’ fringing reef suffered considerable damage as did some
of the resorts. It will take years to recover, if it ever does.
So between the crowds, the far less attractive fringing reef, and the fact that we have now been
there on multiple occasions one way or another, we are less inclined to spend time in the most
popular islands of the group during the winter season. However we had heard from other yachties
that the islands in the southern part of the group are quieter, less busy than the Central
Whitsundays - no charter yachts there – and worth a visit!
One of our favourite thing is to explore places less frequented, to island hop, to dawdle. As soon as
Anui was ready to go and we could get away with confidence, we decided to start our winter 2019
cruise with a wander through the Southern part of the Whitsundays, between Scawfell and
Lindeman Islands.

Our plan was to use the trade winds and ‘blow’ from one island to the next with the southeasterly
winds. No tacking, just nice little cruisy downwind sails of a few nautical miles, staying overnight or
spending a few days in each place as the breeze allowed, going ashore, doing walks, snorkeling if we
could. No rush, no schedule, just a sense of adventure, a desire to explore and to see the beauty
wherever we found ourselves. We had no intention of covering every single island; some provide no
shelter or you can’t land at anyway. What we ended up doing was consulting our cruising bibles: 100
Magic Miles and Cruising the Coral Coast, deciding on a few “must see”, and spending three weeks
exploring and hiding from strong winds.
The weather conditions were a surprise to us. We had not expected such strong trade winds.
Whether it is because we are in this region earlier than before and in May-June the weather is less
settled, or because there have been climatic changes, we have experienced strong south-east winds
of 20 to 30 knots ever since we left Bundaberg. With the exception of a few calm days, the norm has
been unrelenting SE trades.

One thing is for sure, it makes for swift downwind sails, but you’d better time your moves with the
tide on the strong days or you find yourself in areas of overfalls and choppy waters. Most days were
overcast but with sunny breaks, a few showers here and there, and much cooler: typical tropical
winter temperatures, warm days and cooler nights for comfortable sleeping.
So where did we stop? We anchored on the northern shores of the following islands:








Scawfell
St Bees & Keswick
Brampton & Carlisle
Goldsmith
Thomas
Shaw
Lindeman

Each was very different, some had tracks to hike on, a few had surprisingly interesting fringing reef.
Most we lingered at for several days because there was enough to do to keep us amused. But there
were also times when we stayed longer than we would have chosen, waiting for a break in the
weather and calmer conditions to progress north.
What follows are our notes, photos and impressions of each island we visited.

Approaching Scawfell from the south under spinnaker

What a surprise that was! Scawfell is a well-used
convenient stopover between the Percy Islands
and the Whitsundays. We arrived there under
spinnaker from West Bay at Middle Percy, after
days of very blowy weather, fairly choppy seas
and a succession of swelly overnight anchorages.
There were half a dozen yachts anchored in the
central part of Refuge Bay, well off from the
fringing reef. Yet there was no one anchored in
the westerly cove, with its own little sandy
beach. So in our usual manner, we selected that
bay and dropped the pick.
We had the calmest of nights there. The cove
was totally protected, not a ripple, and we woke
up to a brilliant sunny day with birds singing.
Heavenly!

With no one around, we decided to take Bengie for a beach walk early in the morning. We had not
done this in over six months and were wondering how she would go. Would she remember the
routine? Would she get scared? Would we need to take her litter box in the dinghy to avoid
accidents? Well, all it took was to put her harness on; she knew what was coming next and was
ready! She was not very impressed with being lifted into the dinghy from the sugar scoops, but then
she never was. However once in the dinghy, which is much higher than Peasy was on Take It Easy,
with well protected tubes, she just stood with her front paws on the rib, meowing. When Wade put
the speed on – it’s a fast dinghy – she screamed a bit then settled, head in the wind, looking and
sniffing! Once at the beach, she hopped off and started trotting, with contented little meows.

That’s my home!

Scawfell is heavily treed and rugged, and there are no bush tracks here, but the appeal is the peace,
and surprisingly the snorkeling. At low tide we were quite close to the fringing reef and decided to
don the wetsuits on to see what was under there. The water was reasonably clear, and although the
reef looked a bit like rubble at first glance, we found that there were lots of interesting hard and soft
corals. Rather than brightly coloured coral heads, you get pastel or sandy shades but amazing
patterns in the hard coral and a variety of soft corals that sway in the current. Only small fish there,
although a white tip shark did circle around and I could not help but yelp!

These are different types of soft corals, some rubbery, some like flowers. And look at those colours!

These are hard corals, a type of brain coral with many convolutions, ridges and meanders. These
maximize the surface area for the sunlight to penetrate, the symbiotic algae to grow and extract
nutrients.

You see amazingly different patterns in the corals if you take a close look.

We enjoyed our snorkel and the anchorage so much that we decided to stay another night and jump
back in the water the next morning at low tide, before heading to our next destination: St Bees.

Scawfell Island as we sail away. Spectacular thunder clouds on top!

We left Scawfell for St Bees, a gorgeous sail of 15 miles under main and jib in super light winds. We
only had 8 knots of true wind, but were doing 6 knots speed. We are finding Anui excels in these
light conditions, where other boats could only motor.
We anchored at Horseshoe Bay in the Egremont Channel that runs between St Bees and Keswick. On
the cruising guide chart, you see mooring buoys, but they are long gone, removed because they
created problems for the small planes that line themselves up for a landing at the bottom end of
Keswick. They did not like having to dodge tall masts. In fact you have to watch where you anchor so
as not to be in their approach line. We had to move!

The chart shows the snorkeling and dive sites around the two islands.

Rather than move the big boat, we decided to use the dinghy to get to these sites, starting with the
North West Corner of St Bees on one day and Homestead Bay the next. It is rather handy to have a
big dinghy with a powerful engine; it allows you to travel distances without hassle, and to be able to
go against the current which in the Egremont Channel runs at up to 4 knots. We could never have
done this with Peasy on Take It Easy!

Anui anchored at Horseshoe Bay, Egremont Channel

St Bees is a heavily forested island, uninhabited, and without hiking tracks. There are a few lovely
sandy beaches, but they can be hard to reach at low tide. We were lucky that the tide was high first
thing in the morning, so could dinghy across the channel to one of them, to give Bengie a leg stretch.

We don’t hear boo from Bengie after her beach walks! She passes out on the settee for a few hours.

But although beach walks are nice, you really come to this island for the snorkeling and diving. When
you first get into the water there, you think: lots of rubble and brown algae, but both snorkeling sites
sheltered from SE winds were interesting. The North West Corner was a little creepy, with deep dark
trenches possibly hiding big monsters, but in fact it was full of tiny little juvenile fish, gorgeous soft
corals and lots of interesting tube-like sponges.

Homestead Bay at the southwest end of the island was great fun. Big dinghy ride down the Channel
which was an adventure in itself, particularly on the return trip with wind against tide and four knots
of current!
The bay was shallower and more open, with soft corals we had not seen anywhere else. Lots of coral
trout, stripy snappers, rock cods, crayfish and other good to eat treats if you can catch them! We
went back twice so Wade could catch us dinner with his spear gun, to no avail.

After snorkels we are always a bit ravenous and a little tired. So we tend to spend a couple of hours
resting.

Recovery time back on Anui!

Keswick Island is inhabited. A part of the island was zoned for special tourism facilities development
in 1996. There are 22 lots with houses on them, built along the eastern cliff tops and apparently all
eco-conscious dwellings. All must have their own water collection and storage, and electricity
generating capability. There is a small airstrip on the shore of the Egremont Channel, a jetty with a
pontoon for short-term drop off and pick up for shallow draft vessels. The rest of the island is
national park. We did not go ashore there. Keswick experiences significant tides so the jetty is only
accessible for a few hours.

The blue boat’s corner – a rare thing: three blue boats anchored together

As mentioned before, we opted to use the dinghy to reach the different bays. Our next adventure
was a big ride to Connie Bay on the northern side of Keswick Island, the only snorkeling site on that
side of the island. A feature of this bay are the deep narrow canyons in the reef, where all sorts of
fish patrol, some rather big! So Wade was ready with his spear gun again, even put champagne in
the fridge in anticipation of a big catch. But again, nothing was caught, except him in action by me!

The reef flats at low tide are just under the surface, sometimes not enough to swim over, so you
follow the deep trenches which meander like a maze. Interesting to find your way back at times! As
with St Bees, there was an intriguing mix of corals. We were more interested in getting close to
them, rather than in pursuing fish where the visibility was not good.

These three images show the same leafy coral from various angles to capture its spiky appearance

Pachyseris or Elephant Skin Coral, maximizing surface area to take full benefit of the sunlight

The Sarcophyton, a type of soft coral showing the rubbery scallops and those covered with polyps.

The Montipora, a type of hard leafy coral with funny pipe like projections.

Down the bottom of the trenches, we saw some interesting Junceella, or Sea Whip coral

The closer we got to shore, the more algae we found, such as the Funnel Weed Algae, with its spirally fronds.

We found both Keswick and St Bees really interesting and would easily come back to them in
September or October on our way south when the northerlies blow, in the hope of snorkeling at the
southern sites, particularly on Keswick. These are supposed to be excellent.
Both St Bees and Keswick are relatively ‘undiscovered’ islands, being a long way from the main
centre of activities in the Whitsundays. The dive sites have been little visited over the years and as
such have retained their pristine nature.
We left these islands after two nights, to move to Brampton Island. Here is a shot of Keswick in the
foreground, and St Bees in the background. Beautiful cloud formations, but it does not augur well for
the forthcoming weather!

Our next destination, only about 12 miles away from Keswick was Brampton Island. We had a nice
downwind sail there, finished off under motor to get around the Western Point to our anchorage
between Brampton and Carlisle Islands, just next to Pelican Islet.

Morning beach walks at high tide were interesting. We met a few locals: three Beach Stone Curlews,
looking very much like… beach stones! Given that these are listed as vulnerable in Queensland we
feel lucky to have seen them.

With threatening skies and building wind, we could see we were likely to get some squalls and the
forecast was not good for the next few days. So we settled in for a quiet day on board. We shared
the anchorage with two other yachts which stopped over for the night, but were gone early the next
morning, so we were on our own for the rest of the time at Brampton.

Pelican Islet

On the day we arrived, we could not help ourselves and had to look under the hulls to see what we
could find. We were not expecting much as the fringing reef being close to the mainland is affected
by runoff rich in nutrients. Algae has taken over and is preventing coral growth. But if you go for a
snorkel with an attitude of “let’s see what there” you always find beauty even in the most
unexpected spots. A lot of people write off this type of reef because it looks drab but we always
have a look and are often pleasantly surprised.
One of the advantages of snorkeling in very shallow water is that you can let yourself rest on the
sandy bottom and wait quietly for fish to come to you. And they did! The Beaked Coralfish and the
Bengal Sergeants were the bravest, coming right next to us to investigate. These shots make it all
worthwhile!

After a windy, rainy day spent on board, calmer and sunnier weather returned. Time to done the
walking boots! Where Carlisle Island is uninhabited and heavily forested, Brampton Island used to
run a resort which closed down after the GFC when things got tough. Like on a few other islands,
resorts struggled with the cost of maintaining their facilities in tough financial conditions and dealing
with the damage inflicted by cyclones. The resort is closed, but a caretaker keeps marauding tourists
at bay. There is an airstrip, a few walking tracks, however these are very overgrown and not
regularly maintained by Queensland Parks and Wildlife. It did not deter us, although next time, we
will wear gaiters as we got covered with burrs in the high grass! Still, it is well worth the effort, not
only for the views at the top from the lookouts, but also for the thousands of butterflies!

The view towards the southwest and the mainland

Looking northwest towards Goldsmith, Linne and Tinsmith Islands

Brampton Roads, the shallow channel that separates Carlisle and Brampton Islands

At the top, the maiden hair and bird nest ferns were plentiful

Starting from the top left and working through each row, these are the Common Crow, the Common
Eggfly, the Eggfly, two Caper White, two Blue Tiger and the Rustic Butterfly. We might add these are
quite hard to capture as they keep fluttering, and often are in low light where it is hard to focus!
Many photos taken, lots of duds, but these are the pick of the bunch!

Blue Tiger butterfly

There is a track in there somewhere!

When we returned from our walk, the tide was a long way out. Fortunately we had left the dinghy to
the right of the resort, next to what used to be a small pool, so the drag across the sand was not too
long nor arduous. But had we left it at the front of the resort, it would have been another matter!

Another ten miles on, in fairly blowy and threatening conditions, we sailed under jib alone to our
next anchorage at Roylen Bay, Goldsmith Island. On the way we passed by Tinsmith and Linne Island
on the eastern side, and Goldsmith on the western side. This channel can get rowdy in wind against
tide conditions, but we were fine.

Lynne Island on the right

Approaching Goldsmith

There is another anchorage protected from Southeasters, at Minne Hall Bay, but we went there last
year and were not that impressed: a long way from the beach, affected by current.

Yet again, we found the anchorage deserted. Isn’t it amazing, everybody flocks to the northern part
of the Whitsundays, vying for a bit of swing room, and we are here enjoying magnificent views, a
protected anchorage with a lovely beach all by ourselves!

Unfortunately the island has no walking track, so unless you are keen on bush bashing, swimming is
a better option!
Bengie loved her beach walks, there was some grass to chew on, a dried up creek bed to explore, a
few logs to scratch on, nobody to scare you, what more can a pussycat want?

As usual, we suited up for a snorkel. The water was a bit murky and the reef weedy, so there was not
a lot to see and we did not stay in the water for long, not wanting to tempt fate. But even then with
no unrealistic expectations, just a desire to explore underwater, you get nice little surprises, like the
colourful patch of soft coral and algae and the tube sponges. It is always worth having a look.

One thing we did do while in the water was to practice the backward flip re-entry into the dinghy.
Because Anui’s dinghy is much bigger than Peasy was on Take It Easy, with big tubes, it is harder to
climb back into it after a snorkel. It takes a fair bit of upper body strength to heave yourself up and
over the rib. We had seen a video on the Facebook Group Women Who Sail Australia, to
demonstrate the technique, and one of our followers also gave us a link to another video, after we
talked about doing impersonations of beached whales in one of our posts.
We both practiced the method which involves grabbing the dinghy side ropes or handles and with
your back to the dinghy, flipping your legs and body up and over into the boat while your head is
underneath, underwater. It worked, but we doubt our visitors would cope with the athletics! Not
only does it demand good upper body strength, it is also a leap of faith as you dangle upside down
with your head plastered against the underneath of the dinghy while the rest of your body is up in
the air. At least nobody can hear your groans underwater!
So we have decided to make life easier for ourselves and our visitors and order a Dicks Dinghy
Ladder which comes highly recommended and is waiting for us at Airlie Beach. No more beached
whale or walrus impersonations.

While in the water, I noticed our beautiful Anui sitting in a ray of sunshine. Wade took the shot!

There is one thing about overcast skies, they often produce amazing sunsets, high in colour, with the
neighbouring islands silhouetted in the distance.

Sunset over Thomas Island, our next destination

Our next hop took us to Thomas Island. We left Goldsmith in relatively sunny but very light
conditions, so light in fact that although we started with the jib, we ended up having to motor as the
breeze died down completely: the calm before the big blow! It was not all bad though, we recharged
the batteries as after several days of overcast weather, the solar panels were not putting in enough
power!

You just have to take one look at the sky, and you know some less than ideal weather is coming over
the next few days!

Described as remote in the cruising guide “100 Magic Miles”, Thomas Island does not feel isolated. It
might be because it is surrounded by nearby islands, and we therefore feel close to the center of the
Whitsundays. It might also be that since there was no one in the anchorage when we arrived, we
anchored in the prime position, bang in the middle of Naked Lady Bay, as close to shore as we could
while keeping away from the fringing reef.
Thomas Island has a really nice feel: beautiful sandy beaches, teal water, tall hills and colourful rocky
outcrops.

We knew we would be here for a few days: attractive spot, strong blow forecast. So while things
were relatively calm, we explored, doing a mix of early morning beach strolls with Bengie, beach
combing and dinghy rides to the neighbouring beaches.

Bengie is getting more comfortable in the big fast dinghy. She does not try to climb on top of the rib,
but stands at the front with her paws on top, sniffing the air. If we go too fast for her liking, she sits at
the bottom to avoid the bounces in the little bit of swell and to shelter from the gusts! She knows to
wait as we reach the shore so she does not end up getting her paws wet by jumping off too soon. And
on the return to the big boat, she hops off unaided onto the sugar scoops. All very civilized!

We love beach combing and collecting shells, particularly cowry shells. On most sandy shores, we find
little cowries, but on the beaches of Thomas Island, we found quite a number of larger ones. We were
in heaven! Some were battered, scratched or holed, but we managed to find a few intact ones. In fact
we collected that many that our glass jar is now overflowing and we need to get a new one! It is that
or stop collecting shells, which is not going to happen!

One of the cruising guide describes Thomas as swell affected and uncomfortable in strong trade wind
conditions. We have not found this to be true. Mind you one other yacht stopped over for a night and
had to anchor behind us, in the current; it was moving a lot more than us, sitting beam to the swell.
So our review of the Naked Lady anchorage is a big thumbs up, even in 30+knots wind and bullets
which we ended up sitting through for a couple of days. It is scenic, well protected, although when the
wind becomes more easterly as it did at times, you do end up sitting beam on.

The view towards nearby islands. Young Tom’s islet in the foreground and Shaw in the background

Each sunset is different, but always enthralling

The sunset on our last night at Thomas Island, looking towards Keyser and Shaw Islands

With very strong South East winds, we ended up spending five nights here. Better the devil you
know! Our last two days were not conducive to going ashore, too blustery. By the time we felt the
conditions had calmed down a tad, we were glad to move on to our next destination. There is only
so much reading and writing you can do when boat bound before cabin fever sets in! We could have
done a walk across one of the southern anchorages, but that will be for next time!

We finally escaped away from Thomas Island and headed for Shaw Island, our next hop on the
Southern Whitsunday tour. As shown on the Navionics chart, it is a very substantial island, one of the
larger ones in the Whitsundays.

Leaving Thomas Island

This time instead of sailing, which we could have easily done with the amount of wind still blowing,
we motored the 10 miles or so. After several days of very overcast weather our solar panels were
not producing enough, Wade was fretting, so we needed to recharge the batteries.

The short passage was rather lumpy, the skies threatening, and we thought we might get rained on,
but we reached Burning Point unscathed.

Rounding Shaw Island

Gone was our solitude! When we
arrived at the Burning Point
anchorage, there were two large
motor cruisers. Arriving at low tide
has its advantages, as we could motor
as far in as we thought was wise. The
shore shoals a very long way out
though, so although we dropped the
pick in 3 meters of water, we were
miles away from the beach! Later, as
the weather fined up and the day
developed into a sunny warm
afternoon, four other yachts turned
up. We guess it is to be expected: a
break in the weather, a protected
anchorage suitable for super yachts
and internet coverage! First time in
weeks, we were able to catch up with
friends and family.
This chart only shows the southern
half of Shaw Island, it is so big!

Sharing the Burning Point anchorage with a few other yachts

Here are a few moody shots of the bay from shore just after we arrived. At low tide, you have to
anchor the dinghy as close as possible. We buoyed the anchor so we could retrieve it more easily
later as the tide was rising.

One of the features of this area is that it is a significant birding site, for the threatened Beach Stone
Curlews. We did not see any, but we did watch a dark Reef Heron fishing and two Pied
oystercatchers.

On the next day, we upped anchor and thought we’d motor along the length of Shaw Island to check
out other possible anchorages near the isthmuses where there is a gap in the hills allowing you to
walk across The Neck to the eastern side of the island.

Neck Bay

However when we got there, we would have had to anchor a long way away from shore because of
the extensive sandflats, which would have put us in a significant amount of current – 3 to 4 knots.
The thought of spending a night spinning around the anchor did not appeal, nor did the prospect of
getting stranded with the dinghy if we went ashore. So we opted to continue to our next
destination: Lindeman Island.

The view onto the isthmuses from the top of Mt Oldfield on Lindeman Island

For our last hop in the Southern Whitsundays, we chose to anchor at Gap Bay, on the northern side
of Lindeman Island.

What a scenic spot! We had the anchorage to ourselves, with Little Lindeman and Pentecost Islands
in the background, looking like sentinels. It is very reminiscent of South Pacific islands: tall peaks
plunging into the ocean.

We spent two nights there. Both nights were a bit jiggly, particularly the second night when the swell
was coming in. Gap Bay has the distinction of being the least comfortable anchorage we stayed at.
But we really enjoyed ourselves at Lindeman Island: interesting beaches for shell collecting, a few
walking tracks, very scenic and with the bonus of internet coverage.

Lindeman being the site of a now closed Club Med resort has a number of walking tracks. In its
heydays it would also have been great for snorkeling, but not anymore. Our objective in stopping
there was to stretch our legs and go for hikes ashore. There are tracks leading to the resort and Mt
Oldfield. One leaves from Gap Bay, another from Boat Port on the western side of the island to
neighbouring beaches and to the resort also. However they have not been maintained for years and
we expected them to be very overgrown. Still, we were intent on finding these and getting to the
summit, for great views of the surrounding islands.
On the first day we went ashore, donned the walking boots and went searching for the start of the
track to no avail. The beach is mainly rock and dead coral, and shelves steeply, backing on to dense
bush. If there was a track somewhere, we did not find it. But what we did find was a treasure trove
of beautiful shells: big cowries in great quantity, various types of cone shells and one stunning
Spider Conch. I think our shell collecting habit might be turning into an obsessive compulsive
disorder! We came back with masses of shells and had some serious sorting out to do! We went
through our collection, and threw overboard anything that was not “perfect”, to retain only
colourful, shiny, undamaged shells. We now have a new rule, don’t pick up a shell if we already have
multiples of that kind unless it is better than what we have, in which case the inferior one has to go!

A bucket of big colourful cowries!

On our return from ‘getting side-tracked’ we thought we’d check the condition of the reef, but it was
not worth suiting up for a snorkel. Instead we did a dinghy run to Boat Port, to see if we could find
the start of the trail to the resort and Mt Oldfield. We thought we’d take the short cut between
Lindeman and Little Lindeman Island, something you can only do via dinghy. Well, being at dead low
tide, we had to drag the dinghy across the sandflats for a distance, as some areas were only ankle
deep! Note to self, don’t try this at dead low tide, unless you need a bit of a workout! There is one
negative thing about this speedy dinghy of ours, it is heavy, and although we have wheels, it is a
struggle to drag along the sandflats or up beaches. After some serious huffing and puffing, we
eventually got back into deeper water, hopped back into the floating dinghy, motored away and
anchored in front of Boat Port, miles out of course, then waded ashore. We did find the signposted
trail, noticed it was “closed and dangerous for hikers”, but when has this ever deterred us? So we
got back into the dinghy a bit later, and by that stage the tide had come in enough to make the
return passage between the two islands a little easier.
The next day, after taking Bengie for her walk at Gap Bay, we headed off to Boat Port, dragged the
dinghy half way up the beach having arrived at lowish tide, and buoyed the anchor in the hope it
would not be too hard to retrieve on our return and again waded in to shore.

We were ready for a bush bash: walking boots on, gaiters on, stick to fend off the spider webs. The
trail was initially extremely overgrown; we could have done with a machete! But as we climbed up to
a saddle, things got better.

We had a few lovely surprises along the way as we were climbing up: walking past a lake covered in
water lilies, and lots of butterflies fluttering around us as was the case on Brampton Island. And then
we found the trail to Mt Oldfield, where the high grass had been slashed and the track much easier
to walk on for the last 2.7kms up.

Water lilies are always delicate looking and dreamy

Here are some of the butterflies we were able to photograph: two Eggfly butterflies, a Common
Eggfly, a Blue Tiger, another Common Eggfly and another Eggfly.

They are harder to capture than it looks and for every clear shot, you take lots of fuzzy ones! You
have to be ready with your camera settings so all you have to do is click away when one stops
fluttering and lands on a leaf or flower, as they only stay still with their wings opened for a split
second. This is when they show their best colours. They can often pause on a plant in low light
conditions, which presents an added challenge to get a sharp image! You want to focus on their
head and antennae rather than their wings to get a pleasing shot. Just like with birds or any other
animal or person, the eyes must be in focus, then the rest follows! Crank up the ISO and open up the
aperture so the surroundings go out of focus, but they are clear as a bell even if the light is not
bright.

The track to Mt Oldfield passes through forest and as you get further up the zig zags progressively
tighten and get shorter till you reach open grassland and the panoramic views unfold.

Looking at the southern side of the island, towards Shaw Island, with the previous day’s anchorage to the right

Looking East, towards Neck Bay and the two isthmuses on Shaw Island

Looking Northeast towards Pentecost Island - our anchorage at Gap Bay is just underneath!

Looking North with the main Whitsunday Islands in the distance – it is threatening to rain

Rainbow over Neck Bay and rain coming – time to head back down!

We thoroughly enjoyed getting to the top of Mt Oldfield, admiring the view to the surrounding
islands. The return hike was 9km long, half of it on rough overgrown tracks, and took us about three
hours. When we got back to the beach at Boat Port, the dinghy was floating some distance away.
Wade walked to the buoy to retrieve the anchor and drag the dinghy back to the beach. The water
was up to his waist. We were tired, covered with mosquito bites, but pleased with our day.

We hopped into the dinghy and thundered back to Gap Bay where we found three other boats
anchored behind us… An invasion! What do these people think they are doing?
Time for a warm shower, nice feed, and relax in front of a video… just as we were ready to go to bed,
the boat started to roll around. Why does it always happen in the dark? We had a very
uncomfortable night bouncing around in the swell. At one stage we were back to the beach, but
most of the night was spent beam to the swell, boat laying across the bay. All we could say was
thank god we insisted on buying a catamaran with east/west facing beds or we would have rolled
off! We most definitely were not the most uncomfortable though: the monohulls were doing the
pendulum from gunnel to gunnel. It will teach them for invading our anchorage!
When we checked the weather, we found that much lighter conditions were coming, with 10 to 15
knots then variable conditions forecast over the weekend and early the following week, perfect for a
trip to the Outer Reef. So instead of staying another day at Lindeman Island, we decided to end our
Southern Whitsunday explorations on 12 June, and head for Airlie Beach some 30 miles away. Time
to re-provision the boat, do some laundry, pick up a few boat bits and be ready to head out at the
end of the week.
We raised the main while at anchor, unfurled the jib as we passed between Little Lindeman and
Pentecost Island, and accelerated into the Whitsunday Passage. Oh the joy of doing a good speed
without much effort and passing everybody! We thundered in to Airlie Beach, doing 12 knots in 15
knots of wind… bliss!

We thoroughly enjoyed our time in the Southern Whitsundays and will probably explore a few of the
southern bays at some of the islands when we return south at the end of winter, blown by the
northerlies. Lindeman, Thomas, Keswick are definitely worth spending more time at. We won’t
dawdle quite as much, but we might be able to add to this cruising story!

